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TEACHENER is a transnational Strategic Partnership (2016-2019) that involves seven
organisations from both social and technical sciences dealing with energy issues in the
Czech Republic, Germany, Poland and Spain.

INTRODUCTION
Graduates from technical higher education institutions are expected to be well trained engineers and
natural scientists but also to have competences in social aspects of energy uses. However, energy
teaching is still dominated by technological aspects and the broad social dimension of energy is
marginalized or completely absent although a well developed tradition of social scientific research on
energy issues exists.

www.teachener.eu

OBJECTIVES

The goal of TEACHENER is to is to fill the gap between social sciences and humanities and
energy teaching at universities in Europe and contribute to enhance the socio-technical perspective
in the current education of energy engineers. TEACHENER will design an edu-kit, a complex set of
ready-to-use teaching modules covering various topics associated with social aspects of energy for
educating Master and PhD Students and test it at technical institutions and during two Student Winter
Schools.

METHOD – TEACHENER edu-kit
Class plans
• detailed description of each session
• 90 to 240 minutes length
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Class plan Conflict Management
Class plan Energy and the public
Class plan Smart grids
Class plan Technology assessment

Material collection
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Power Point Presentations
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Topics of the Teaching Modules

The edu-kit:
• Provides background information for the teachers on 8 topics
in a web platform;
• Prepares content in form of power point presentations;
• Designs teaching sessions in interactive formats – group
work, exercises, debates, role play;
• Allows to individually select the course length due to the
modular style;
• Offers a considerably collection of resources.
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Energy awareness
Philosophy and ethics of energy development
Energy and the public: understanding public responses
Social impact of energy technologies
Technology assessment and organising societal discourse
Risk governance approach in smart metering
Conflict management on energy technologies
Decentralised energy systems: production and use

CONCLUSIONS
Innovative educational practices in social sciences and humanities will provide the graduates of technical energy studies with interdisciplinary
skills, knowledge and competencies which will enable them to better respond to the needs of the labour market in the energy transition.
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